Gateway for Cancer Research is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization committed to funding innovative cancer research that helps people living with cancer to feel better, live longer and conquer cancer TODAY! Thanks to generous underwriting, 99 cents of every dollar Gateway receives directly funds Phase I and Phase II cancer clinical trials at leading research institutions across the country and abroad. Since 1991, Gateway has supported more than 150 clinical trials and funded more than $70 million in breakthrough research.

WWW.GATEWAYCR.ORG

Get involved today!

Visit GatewayCR.org or follow us on social media and join the conversation on Twitter, #BeAGateway.

Gateway for Cancer Research
500 East Remington Road
Schaumburg, IL 60173
1-888-221-2873
Gateway-funded clinical trial patient, Hunter Coffman, with his brother, Chase.
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VISION
Our vision is to shape a world in which a cancer diagnosis is no longer feared.

MISSION
Our mission is to fund meaningful and breakthrough clinical trials worldwide that help people living with cancer to feel better, live longer and conquer cancer TODAY!

IMPACT
- Patients have a voice in our research priorities and measures
- Patients share in a sense of urgency to advance research
- Raising the standard of care via transformative discoveries
- Improving the quality of life and health outcomes for patients so they can feel better and live longer
Dearest friends and distinguished colleagues,

Thank YOU for contributing to a momentous 25th anniversary year for Gateway for Cancer Research! We celebrated this special year with our widely celebrated Scientific Symposium in New York City, surpassed fundraising goals at our Cures Gala in Chicago, danced in our green suits on St. Patrick’s Day in Palm Beach and sipped wine under the stars in the Valley of the Sun, all of which served to help raise significant funds (more than $5 Million!), and awareness for the critical cause that is so close to our hearts.

Thanks to your unwavering dedication and tremendous generosity, Gateway is now funding 55 uniquely innovative and hopeful clinical trials at over 30 prestigious institutions in the U.S. and around the world, and has helped more than 3,300 patients in their brave fight against this deadly disease. We are THE Gateway … for Researchers … for Donors … and for Loved Ones … thanks to you!

Victory is in sight. Now more than ever, we must accelerate our urgent mission to bring breakthroughs to the bedside as quickly as possible, so that those living with cancer will feel better, live longer and conquer cancer TODAY!

At Gateway, it is only and always about the patient. Patient-centric research has been at the core of our existence since our humble beginnings more than 25 years ago, and today we are changing the face of cancer treatment options for many patients on their challenging journey because of this uniquely focused and unwavering commitment to patient-centric clinical research.

We are profoundly grateful for the privilege of your support, and deeply appreciate your shared passion for achieving Gateway’s vision to shape a world in which a cancer diagnosis is no longer feared. We are committed to finding meaningful cures and treatments that make a difference in the lives of patients and their families.

In the year ahead, with your help, we look forward to continuing our quest to conquer cancer. On behalf of Gateway, my wife Dr. Stacie and I, and our supportive family, are eager and excited to expand our commitment to our worthy cause by being both Honorary Co-Chairs and a Presenting Sponsor at our signature events. Where there is life, there is hope … we must light a brighter fire in the fight against cancer to provide an even more hopeful future for the courageous patients we serve!

With deepest respect and appreciation,

Richard J Stephenson
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Gateway for Cancer Research
“You have cancer.”

And that's when time stops and the world, as it was once known, changes forever. That is a message that far too many receive, and even more - including loved ones, friends, colleagues and classmates - face its devastating impact. Cancer does not discriminate - we all know someone on a cancer journey. Gateway for Cancer Research, dedicated to shaping a world in which a cancer diagnosis is no longer feared, is committed to providing meaningful hope to you and millions of others who have been touched by this deadly disease.

We are at a pivotal moment in the fight against cancer. Immunotherapy, genomics and other advances are allowing doctors and scientists to truly bring patient-centric precision medicine to life, in a way that will lead us to N of 1 treatment at the cellular, rather than organ-based, level.

Gateway is honored to share your passion for conquering cancer. Thanks to the generous support of donors like you, $5,711,900 was contributed to Gateway over the past year, which helped pave the way for 10 new grants being awarded at renowned institutions including MD Anderson, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, George Mason University, Sheba Medical Center in Israel, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, University of Utah, University of Vermont College of Medicine, Rutgers University, and Seattle Children’s Hospital. Notable achievements this past year include:

- Partnership with Conquer Cancer Foundation to fund a Young Investigator, Dr. Connie Batlevi, conducting research in pancreatic cancer at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center;
- Cumulative impact of closed Gateway-funded trials indicates that 52% of patients survive beyond two years; more than 150 trials have included 3,386 patients;
- Half of these trials would not have been possible without Gateway support;
- Gateway celebrated its 25th Anniversary with a star-studded Cures Gala at Navy Pier in Chicago, raising nearly $4.4 million!
- Gateway’s first fundraising event in South Florida on St. Patrick’s Day contributed more than $350,000!

In the pages ahead you will learn more about Gateway’s impact, powered by our relentless pursuit of innovative breakthroughs for cancers of all types. By funding early stage clinical trials, Gateway is on the forefront of the latest advances in cancer research. Technology is playing an increasingly important role in the cancer care continuum. As a true Gateway, we will continue to support patients through our connection to leading-edge research, so that we help people living with cancer to feel better, live longer and conquer cancer TODAY!

We are grateful for your partnership and dedication to Gateway’s mission, on behalf of the countless family members and friends that we all know and love who are on their own cancer journey – and on behalf of those whom we have lost to cancer. I am personally humbled by the courage that I experience when I have the opportunity to meet someone who has chosen to participate in one of our funded trials. They are truly my heroes.

We are optimistic and energized about the promise of the road ahead, and are privileged to have you join us on this inspiring journey.

With deepest regards,

Teresa Hall Bartels
President
Gateway for Cancer Research
Like everyone else touched by cancer, before her diagnosis, Rukhsana Siddiqi had a normal life. A wife, mother of one and school teacher, Rukhsana noticed something wasn’t right when she went to have hibachi with her co-workers. After eating, she started experiencing an upset stomach, followed by a strange taste in her mouth. Having suffered with acid reflux symptoms before, Rukhsana thought nothing of it.

Not only did the symptoms continue, they worsened. What started as mild discomfort quickly transformed into pain all over her body. A visit to her gastroenterologists resulted in a diagnosis of normal everyday gas. Despite the diagnosis Rukhsana had a strong feeling she should get a second opinion. Rukhsana’s intuition ultimately led to a diagnosis of pancreatic cancer.

“At times I think, ‘maybe it’s a dream. Maybe it’s a bad dream.’” Rukhsana said of the cancer diagnosis. “How did it happen? Why did it happen? What did I do wrong?”

Despite hearing unimaginable news from her doctor, Ruksana always had faith. She attributes that faith to her intense bond with her husband and son. During this most challenging time her family never left her side.

Two months after undergoing surgery to remove tumors from her pancreas, Rukhsana visited Johns Hopkins, where she was put into contact with Associate Professor of Oncology, Dr. Nilofer S. Azad.

Upon learning her health history, Dr. Azad was confident that a breakthrough Gateway-funded clinical trial would offer Rukhsana hope for beating pancreatic cancer while maintaining better quality of life.

Dr. Azad’s clinical trial evaluates the benefits of a molecular therapy in high-risk patients who have had their pancreatic tumors removed. The epigenetic therapy is expected to reduce the improper reading of DNA associated with malignant proliferation, metastasis and resistance to chemotherapy.

Now finished with the treatment, Rukhsana feels great. Her doctors have referred to her as their “poster child” of good health. Most importantly, though, this Gateway-funded trial enabled Rukhsana to focus on making new memories with her beloved family, including attending her son’s wedding and becoming a grandmother!
Gateway for Cancer Research invests in the next generation of potential breakthroughs in patient-centric cancer research, driving transformational advances and treatments.

Our mission is to fund meaningful and breakthrough clinical trials worldwide that help people living with cancer to feel better, live longer and conquer cancer TODAY! These three strategies anchor the impact of Gateway’s research:

1. **Patients Have a Voice**

   **3,386**
   Cumulative number of patients enrolled and treated to date in Gateway funded clinical trials

2. **Cancer Patients Feel Better and Live Longer**

3. **Patients Contribute to Overcoming Cancer in the Future**

   **TARGETED VACCINE**

   A Gateway funded trial was the first to use the combination of Trastuzumab (now sold under the brand name Herceptin, among others) and HER2/neu-Specific vaccination in patients with metastatic breast cancer. This combination was found to be associated with minimal toxicity and resulted in prolonged, robust, antigen-specific immune responses in treated patients. (Disis, 2009)

   **IMMUNOTHERAPY BREAKTHROUGH**

   Recently published in The New England Journal of Medicine, researchers in a Gateway-funded trial have successfully used a form of immunotherapy called CAR-T therapy to harness a patient’s own immune system to treat aggressive glioblastoma brain tumors. One patient, a 50 year-old man, had been treated with surgery, radiation and anti-tumor drug therapies, but the tumor continued to grow and spread.

   Doctors expected the man to only survive a few weeks. However, following the start of the CAR-T therapy, the cancer stopped growing for 7.5 months. Researchers hope to use the study results to target immunotherapy to both the tumor site and the ventricular space in the brain to help stop the spread of cancer.

   **QUALITY OF LIFE**

   Integrative medicine has long been a hallmark of Gateway. Recognizing the importance of quality of life for the millions of women who have completed their cancer treatments, results from a Gateway-funded trial suggest that Trametes versicolor mushroom is a safe immunotherapy for breast cancer patients and may correct radiotherapy related immune defects after standard chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

   Research continues to indicate that Trametes versicolor represents a novel immune therapy with significant applications in cancer treatment.

   **GATEWAY FUNDED TRIALS**

   **150+ $70M**

   Since 1991 Gateway has raised more than $70 million for cancer research and funded over 150 breakthrough clinical trials worldwide!

---

i This is a fluid number and subject to change based on the accrual of patients within currently funded clinical trials
ii J Clin Oncol 27;4685-4692
iii NEJM Vol. 375: 2561-2569 (December 29, 2016)
iv Total trials is a fluid number contingent upon the addition of new grants
v ISRN Oncology, Volume 2012, Article ID 251632, 7 Pages
FIRST PEDIATRIC ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA THERAPY TO ALTER GENE EXPRESSION

MEET DR. WEILI SUN: MAKING STRIDES AGAINST CHILDHOOD LEUKEMIA

While long term survival of children with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) has improved, children who experience a relapse are more resistant to additional treatments because they develop drug resistance. As leukemia progresses, certain genes are “turned off” and this contributes to a poor prognosis.

Dr. Weili Sun of Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles is the lead investigator on the first pediatric study to test the concept of epigenetic intervention with chemotherapy in children with AML. Epigeneticists study how turning on and off parts of the DNA sequence (instead of changing the actual sequence) affects how a cell functions. An unprecedented success, Dr. Sun’s Gateway-funded trial has potentially saved the lives of seven children with AML.

THIS TRIAL WOULD NOT HAPPEN WITHOUT THE FUNDS FROM GATEWAY. AND THOSE SEVEN PATIENTS THAT WE TREATED MAY NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO GET INTO COMPLETE REMISSION WITH A POTENTIAL FOR A CURE.

-DR. WEILI SUN
In 2016, Gateway began a collaboration between Conquer Cancer Foundation (CCF) of the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO). As part of a two-year pilot program, the collaboration involved Gateway and CCF co-funding two Young Investigator Award (YIA) projects, one each in 2016 and 2017, that are patient-centric, Phase I or II clinical trials.

The 2017 Conquer Cancer Foundation of ASCO/Gateway for Cancer Research Young Investigator Award has been presented to Dr. Rachael Sayfan from Columbia University Medical Center. Dr. Sayfan is committed to translational research with a focus in GI oncology.

Pancreatic cancer is estimated to be the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths by 2020 in the western world. It carries an extremely poor prognosis due to delayed diagnosis, early metastasis, and drug resistance. While new chemotherapy combinations have significantly improved survival for patients with advanced pancreatic cancer, there are limited effective options for patients after disease progression on first-line therapy. In contrast to advances in other solid tumor malignancies, trials of immune checkpoint blockade in pancreatic cancer have not been successful.

Dr. Sayfan’s study will evaluate a novel treatment with immunotherapy for patients with refractory pancreatic cancer. This Phase II study will test the hypothesis that epigenetic therapy is an important anti-tumor mechanism in pancreatic cancer when combined with immune checkpoint blockade, potentially delaying disease progression and improving progression-free survival.
Gateway appreciates the support and willingness of the community to plan and hold fundraisers on behalf of Gateway. These DIY events are put on by volunteers who, through hard work and planning of their events, raise funds to support cancer research. These dedicated volunteers have raised nearly $100,000 during this past year. Next year, look for a refreshed online DIY community and brand!

**SPARE TIME 4 A CURE**

Spare Time 4 a Cure is an annual bowling event that raises money for cancer clinical trials being funded by Gateway. This annual event celebrated its 23rd anniversary, and raised more than $11,000. The event is organized by Tim O’Conor, Dan O’Conor and Jim Arnoux and is held in Chicago every year to help find a cure for cancer.

**TODD’S CAUSE**

In June, Meghan Cole held a walk in memory of her father, who recently passed away from stage IV cholangiocarcinoma. Meghan’s 8th grade project turned into a fundraiser to help support cancer research for those that are currently battling cancer. Her walk included 150 participants and raised over $4,000 for cancer research!
SCARBOROUGH & TWEED is a leading provider of distinctive corporate gifts, logo merchandise, and custom promotional products. Every item purchased from the outdoor, sports, travel or trade show category helps fund a clinical trial for a cancer patient.

ONEHOPE WINE is a world-class vineyard in the heart of Napa that donates 50% of its profits from its California Chardonnay to breast cancer clinical trials and its White Blend to all clinical trials. ONEHOPE has partnered with Gateway since 2012 and generously donated over $75,000 to date.

THE SOX BOX has teamed up with Gateway to show cancer that it cannot hide! The Sox Box has pledged 20% of all proceeds from the ‘Tough Tatas’ ‘Fighter’ and ‘ABC 123’ sox to fund cancer research. The three sock lines support breast, pediatric and pancreatic cancer research.

CHAMPAGNE CAMPAIGN promotes the education and enjoyment of champagne and sparkling wine, but more importantly is building a community of people that want to make the world a better place. The Champagne Campaign is donating a portion of the proceeds from the Rosé tank-top to help Gateway fund breast cancer research trials.

In Fiscal Year 2017, our Cause Partners raised nearly $40,000 to help fund over 2,400 days of cancer clinical trials for patients who need better treatment options TODAY!
The Associates Board (AB) is a group of young professionals based in Chicago that volunteer their time to help raise money for cancer research. “Members have individual reasons for participating and all are united in the common goal of raising as much money for research as possible. This year, board members were able to meet and to exceed their $100,000 goal!

In October 2016, the AB hosted its third annual Be a Hero Cocktail Reception, which raised over $60,000 thanks to generous sponsors, donors and attendees. Just under 200 people gathered at the Sheraton Grand Chicago to enjoy an evening of unlimited food, drinks and dancing. The event included a brief program where AB Vice Chair, Kenneth Monarrez addressed the crowd and shared his personal journey as a cancer survivor. Dr. Sarah Leary from Seattle Children’s Hospital shared how a breakthrough Gateway-funded clinical trial led to improved treatment in pediatric brain cancer.

In addition to its signature Be a Hero event, the AB has been working hard to add new and exciting events. Saturday, May 6, 2017, marked the second annual Derby Party hosted at Bottled Blonde in Chicago. This event included a raffle, a “Race to $1,000”, in which all attendees had a chance to win a prize, as well as an interactive photo booth. The Derby Party also featured an open bar with signature Derby cocktails and passed hors d’oeuvres. With numerous sponsorships and a promotional partnership with Yelp, the second annual Derby raised over $26,000!

The AB continued to seek other “just add water” events, thus creating “Best Medicine.” On November 30th, 2016, Laugh Out Loud Theater hosted the Associates Board and 60 attendees for a night of standup comedy, where $2,500 was raised.

With momentum from a tremendously successful year filled with happy hours, just add water events, and two signature events, the AB is looking forward to surpassing its 2016 goal and is dedicated to continue focusing on the Gateway vision: to create a world in which a cancer diagnosis is no longer feared.
NFL ALUMNI CHICAGO 2017 CHARITY GOLF CLASSIC

Gateway would like to thank everyone who joined us on Monday, May 22 at Cog Hill Golf & Country Club for the NFL Alumni Chicago 2017 Charity Golf Classic. It was a day full of golf and mingling with NFL Alumni players while raising critical awareness and dollars that will fund breakthrough pediatric cancer clinical trials.

The morning kicked off with breakfast, where Gateway’s President, Teresa Hall Bartels, shared our mission and showed a patient video highlighting the hopeful story of three-year-old Hunter Coffman.

Following breakfast, we introduced our esteemed group of NFL Alumni players, who then hit the course with their respective foursomes. After a beautiful sunny day of golf, the champions were announced and awarded their all expense paid trip to the Super Bowl of Golf!

With special thanks to our committee members and sponsors:

**COMMITTEE MEMBERS**

Tony Blood  
Sean Dailey  
Meghan Garofolo  
Scott Johnson  
Scott Jones  
Ashley Simms  
Chris Surdenik  
Jamey Susterka

**SPONSORS**

AHEAD®  
International Capital & Management Company®  
IBM Watson Health  
Rum Chata® Foundation  
Call One®  
CenturyLink® Business

MICHAEL BRANNAN PRO-AM CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT

On Monday, July 18, 2016, family and dear friends of Michael Brannan gathered with Gateway for Cancer Research to honor Michael’s life and legacy. We welcomed over 70 golfers at TPC Stonebrae in Hayward, California, including Gateway funded researcher, Dr. Christine Brown from City of Hope.

Together, we met our fundraising goal of $30,000. To date, we have raised nearly $100,000 to transform the kidney cancer research landscape!

Special thanks to 2016 sponsors: BMW, Performant, Kepler’s Golf Repair and Tito’s Homemade Vodka.

Chase, Shelley and Kyle Brannan
Gateway for Cancer Research marked its 25-year anniversary of investing in patient-centric cancer research by hosting a commemorative scientific symposium showcasing its past and currently funded Phase I and Phase II clinical trials. The Gateway Symposium “Lifting Up Patient Voice & Quality of Life: A Scientific Symposium Highlighting 25 Years of Gateway’s Achievements in Driving Transformational Cancer Treatment,” took place on September 9 at Columbia University Medical Center in New York City.

Attended by researchers, physicians, scientists, patients and patient advocates from around the country, the Symposium included presentations and panel discussions on topics from precision medicine to insights into the future of patient-centric cancer care. “Our goal is for clinicians and others interested in the cancer research space to learn the key insights on advancing the development and use of patient-centric reported outcomes,” said Gateway President, Teresa Hall Bartels. “Gateway’s patient-centric approach is deeply invested in improving lives, which is why we require all funded clinical trials to ensure that patients have a voice, patients feel better and live longer, and they contribute to overcoming cancer in the future.”

The Symposium featured keynote speaker, Dr. Stephen Emerson from Columbia University. In addition, the Symposium showcased clinical trials by presenting panels consisting of Gateway grantees, as well as recognized leaders in cancer research such as Dr. Adam Resnick, whose work focuses on cell signaling cascades and their alterations in pediatric brain tumors along with big data and consortia building in pediatric oncology.

In conjunction with the Symposium, Gateway’s Annual Meeting was held in New York on September 8, 2016, and featured keynote speaker Michael J. Pellini, MD, Chief Executive Officer at Foundation Medicine. Dr. Pellini shared his broad insight and experience in life sciences and the clinical diagnostics and laboratory industries.

During the Annual Meeting Gateway presented Dr. Ömer Küçük with the Cancer Researcher of the Year Award (CROYA prize). The award also included a $30,000 prize. Dr. Küçük’s Gateway-funded research showed that zinc supplementation lowered the rate of infection and total hospital days for head and neck cancer patients taking zinc. This has far-reaching implications for both the patient’s quality of life and the potential to alter the death rate from cancer-related infection, which is the most common cause of death in cancer patients.
THE GREAT GATEWAY GALA

25 YEARS OF ILLUMINATING THE WAY TO CURES

On Saturday, October 15, 2016 over 1,000 supporters from around the world gathered at Navy Pier to help Gateway celebrate 25 Years of Illuminating the Way to Cures. Together, we raised nearly $4.4 million to help fund meaningful and breakthrough clinical trials.

Guests enjoyed an evening of star studded entertainment including performances by 16-time Grammy-winner David Foster, 5-time Grammy-winner CeeLo Green, multi-platinum Grammy nominated singer and songwriter Carly Rae Jepsen, Grammy-winning artist Michael Bolton, stand-up comedian Sinbad, platinum-selling artists The Tenors and Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Inductee Peter Cetera.

Gala co-chairs were Richard J Stephenson and Dr. Stacie J. Stephenson. Richard J Stephenson received Gateway’s Impact Award for his contribution and tireless dedication to the Gateway mission. One of the evening’s most moving moments was the appearance of the Coffman family, whose two-year-old son, Hunter participated in the Gateway-funded Tumor Paint clinical trial at Seattle Children’s Hospital, led by Dr. Sarah Leary. Hunter’s mom, Laura, expressed her heartfelt gratitude to Gateway for making the Tumor Paint trial possible, recognizing that far too many children have very different outcomes from similar brain surgery without the benefit of Dr. Leary’s innovative molecular flashlight that enables surgeons to more precisely remove brain tumors while leaving healthy tissue intact.

Cures Gala major sponsors included: Richard J Stephenson & Dr. Stacie J. Stephenson; Cancer Treatment Centers of America®; Capricorn Investment Group, LLC; Madhu & Rajesh Garg; Andi and Jim Gordon/The Edgewater Funds; Bill and Annie Stephenson Hostetler; Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP; Kayne Anderson Real Estate Advisors; Darren & Jennie Keller; Robert & Cynthia Mayo Family Foundation; McGuireWoods; N-Jet; Rising Tide Foundation; Riverside; Satter Foundation; Stellar Insurance, LTD; Dr. Chris & Jamie Stephenson; Shawn and Morgan Stephenson; Talent Plus; The Richard Templer Family Foundation; and the Thurston Family Foundation.

REVENUE BREAKDOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsorship</td>
<td>$2,795,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund Cures Paddle Raise</td>
<td>$1,351,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Auction</td>
<td>$84,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Auction</td>
<td>$94,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raffle</td>
<td>$29,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,355,599</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GALA COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Megan Hall
Jennifer Stephenson Keller
Adriane Lewis
Bev Lynde
Chris Pawlowski

Pam Picchietti
Phil Picchietti
Cindy Simmons
Elizabeth White
Everyone was seeing green at the first ever Gateway for Cancer Research St. Patrick’s Day Party at the Mar-a-Lago Country Club in Palm Beach Florida.

The evening started off with cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, raw bar, a silent auction, an Irish trio, and dancing; all in the name of funding breakthrough cancer clinical trials. Following the reception, guests moved to the ballroom for dinner.

Honorary Co Chairs Richard J Stephenson and Dr. Stacie J. Stephenson presented the 2017 Palm Beach Legend Award to Mr. Patrick M. Park in recognition of his tireless advocacy for finding innovative treatments and cures for cancer. The night concluded with music from the Sultans of Swing and a Sing-a-long of Irish folk songs.

We sincerely thank you for making St. Patrick’s Day a truly special holiday for so many cancer patients in need of better treatment options TODAY!

CONGRATULATIONS TO PATRICK M. PARK, THE 2017 PALM BEACH LEGEND AWARD RECIPIENT

With special thanks to Honorary Co Chairs Richard J Stephenson and Dr. Stacie J. Stephenson
Gateway celebrated an intimate “Starry Night” in Scottsdale, Arizona at this year’s Vino con Stelle event hosted by Richard J Stephenson and Dr. Stacie J. Stephenson. Treated with a tour de force for the senses: the tastes, sights, music and entire experience was as if guests were transported directly to Portofino, Italy.

Following a moving presentation of Gateway’s transformational work from President Teresa Hall Bartels, plans were revealed for Gateway’s Inaugural Scottsdale Gala to be presented in Spring 2018, which will benefit funding for groundbreaking cancer research worldwide, in addition to the annual autumnal Cures Gala hosted in Chicago.

The evening was led by Emmy Award-winning lifestyle journalist and former Good Morning Arizona host Tara Hitchcock. An innovative gourmet dinner was prepared by the Silverleaf’s acclaimed Executive Chef Michael Patton, with hand-selected wine pairings by celebrated Master Sommelier Alpana Singh.

First-class entertainment included pieces from Matteo Bocelli, son of Andrea Bocelli performing for only the second time in America, alongside America’s Got Talent finalist and “Golden Buzzer” winner Laura Breton and international recording artist Kelly Levesque. The vocal performances were led and accompanied by American pianist William Joseph.

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL WHO JOINED US, AND FOR THOSE WHO COULDN’T ATTEND, WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT GATEWAY’S INAUGURAL SCOTTSDALE GALA IN APRIL 2018!
CURRENT CLINICAL TRIALS

BLOOD/HEMATOLOGIC MALIGNANCIES
Dr. Charalambos Andreadis
University of California, San Francisco
- Use of Anti-HGF Antibody in Treatment of Refractory AML

Dr. Alexandra Carey
Boston Children’s Hospital
- Intravenous Fish Oil Lipid Emulsion in Children Undergoing Cell Transplantation

Dr. Nelson Chao
Duke University
- Microbiome and Stem Cell Transplantation: Home Care vs. Standard Hospital Care

Dr. Sung Choi
University of Michigan
- Approved Drug that will Reduce Graft vs Host Disease in Bone Marrow Transplant Patients

Dr. Christopher Cogle
University of Florida
- Personalized Treatment of Patients with MDS

Dr. Stella Davies
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
- A Pediatric Study of Vitamin A in Children Receiving Stem Cell Transplants

Dr. Tanja Gruber
St. Jude Children’s Hospital
- Therapy for Infants with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)

Dr. Siddhartha Mukherjee
Columbia University
- Innovative Strategy for the Treatment of Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS)

Dr. Adrian Ochsenbein,
University Hospital Bern Inselspital (Switzerland)
- Study of ARGX-110 in patients with relapsed/refractory acute myeloid leukemia

Dr. Jeffrey Rubnitz
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
- A Phase I Pediatric Study of Venetoclax in Combination with Chemotherapy

Drs. Noel Raynal and Henrique Bittencourt
CHU Sainte-Justine (Canada)
- Combination Therapy for Pediatric Patients with Solid Tumors and Leukemia

Dr. David Schwartz
John Theurer Cancer Center at Hackensack University
- Novel Study to Reduce Graft vs. Host Disease in Transplant Recipients

Dr. Anupam Verma
University of Utah
- A Phase II/III Pediatric Study of Nivolumab in Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Dr. Alan Wayne
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles
- Therapeutic Advances In Childhood Leukemia & Lymphoma (TACL) Consortium Study

BONE
Dr. Frank Balis
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
- Prevention of Nephrotoxicity in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

Dr. Michael Bishop
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
- A Phase II Trial of Avelumab in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

BRASS
Dr. Robert Aiken
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
- IGF-1R Inhibitor for Patients with Recurrent Malignant Astrocytoma

Dr. Behnam Badie
City of Hope
- Immunotherapy using IL 13Ra2 for the Treatment of Malignant Glioma

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- New Treatment Using Tumor Paint in Pediatric Patients with Brain Cancer

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- A Multicenter Pediatric Study of Tumor Paint Usage on Tumors in the CNS

Dr. Nathan Robison
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles
- A Phase I-II Trial Utilizing the Experimental Drug MEK162 for Brain Tumors in Children

BRAIN
Dr. Katy Rezvani
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
- Cytomegalovirus as a Novel Treatment for Immunotherapy of Glioblastoma Multiforme

DR. Jeffery Wong
City of Hope
- Targeted Radiation Therapy to Reduce Toxicity in Bone Marrow Transplantation

BONE
Dr. Frank Balis
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
- Prevention of Nephrotoxicity in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

Dr. Michael Bishop
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
- A Phase II Trial of Avelumab in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

BRASS
Dr. Robert Aiken
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
- IGF-1R Inhibitor for Patients with Recurrent Malignant Astrocytoma

Dr. Behnam Badie
City of Hope
- Immunotherapy using IL 13Ra2 for the Treatment of Malignant Glioma

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- New Treatment Using Tumor Paint in Pediatric Patients with Brain Cancer

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- A Multicenter Pediatric Study of Tumor Paint Usage on Tumors in the CNS

DR. Jeffery Wong
City of Hope
- Targeted Radiation Therapy to Reduce Toxicity in Bone Marrow Transplantation

BONE
Dr. Frank Balis
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
- Prevention of Nephrotoxicity in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

Dr. Michael Bishop
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
- A Phase II Trial of Avelumab in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

BRASS
Dr. Robert Aiken
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
- IGF-1R Inhibitor for Patients with Recurrent Malignant Astrocytoma

Dr. Behnam Badie
City of Hope
- Immunotherapy using IL 13Ra2 for the Treatment of Malignant Glioma

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- New Treatment Using Tumor Paint in Pediatric Patients with Brain Cancer

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- A Multicenter Pediatric Study of Tumor Paint Usage on Tumors in the CNS

DR. Jeffery Wong
City of Hope
- Targeted Radiation Therapy to Reduce Toxicity in Bone Marrow Transplantation

BONE
Dr. Frank Balis
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
- Prevention of Nephrotoxicity in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

Dr. Michael Bishop
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
- A Phase II Trial of Avelumab in Pediatric Osteosarcoma

BRASS
Dr. Robert Aiken
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
- IGF-1R Inhibitor for Patients with Recurrent Malignant Astrocytoma

Dr. Behnam Badie
City of Hope
- Immunotherapy using IL 13Ra2 for the Treatment of Malignant Glioma

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- New Treatment Using Tumor Paint in Pediatric Patients with Brain Cancer

Dr. Sarah Leary
Seattle Children’s Hospital
- A Multicenter Pediatric Study of Tumor Paint Usage on Tumors in the CNS

Dr. Nathan Robison
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles
- A Phase I-II Trial Utilizing the Experimental Drug MEK162 for Brain Tumors in Children

Dr. Katy Rezvani
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
- Cytomegalovirus as a Novel Treatment for Immunotherapy of Glioblastoma Multiforme

BREAST
Dr. Rebecca Aft
Washington University (St. Louis)
- Effects of Herceptin on Survival in Breast Cancer Patients

Dr. Kay Garcia
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
- The Use of Acupuncture in Post-mastectomy Pain

Dr. Janet Horton
Duke University
- Individualized Approach to Radiation Therapy for Breast Cancer

Dr. Nagi Kumar
Moffitt Cancer Institute
- Ameliorating Symptoms of Cognitive Impairment in Women Treated with Chemotherapy for Breast Cancer

Dr. Charles Loprinzi
Mayo Clinic
- Evaluation of Scrambler Therapy for Chemotherapy-Induced Neuropathy
Dr. Christoph Mamot  
Cantonal Hospital Aarau (Switzerland)  
- Potential New Pathway for Safe and Effective Targeted Delivery of Anticancer Drugs in Patients with Triple Negative Breast Cancer

Dr. Olivia Pagani  
International Breast Cancer Study Group (Switzerland)  
- Interruption of Endocrine Therapy for Young Breast Cancer Patients Who Desire Pregnancy

Dr. Emanuel Petricoin  
George Mason University  
- Determining Biomarkers for Breast Cancer Therapy Treatment from the ISPY2 Trial

Dr. Raquel Reinbolt  
Ohio State University  
- Prevention of Toxicity with Omega-3 Supplementation

**COLON/COLORECTAL**  
Dr. Jordi Rodon  
Vall d’Hebron Institute of Oncology (Spain)  
- A trial of Ivermectin as an Anticancer

Dr. Rina Rosin-Arbesfeld  
Tel Aviv University (Israel)  
- Novel Use of Antibiotics to Treat Colorectal Cancer

**HEAD AND NECK**  
Dr. Nicolas Mach  
Geneva University Hospital (Switzerland)  
- Phase II Trial with Personalized, Cell-based Antitumor Immunization

**LUNG**  
Dr. Khanh Do  
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute  
- Patients with Advanced Solid Tumors

Dr. Richard Pietras  
UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center  
- Combination Therapy for Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer

Dr. Sacha Rothschild  
University Hospital Basel (Switzerland)  
- Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy in Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Patients

Dr. Dugald Seely  
Canadian College of Naturopathic Medicine  
- Melatonin’s Clinical Effects on Immune and Inflammatory Systems

**OVARIAN**  
Dr. Anil Sood  
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center  
- Overcoming Adaptive Changes following Deprivation of Blood Supply to Tumors in Ovarian Cancer

**PANCREATIC**  
Dr. Nilofer Azad  
Johns Hopkins University  
- Epigenetic Therapy in Resected Pancreatic Cancer

Dr. David A Boothman  
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center  
- Exploiting NQO1 Enzyme in a Tumor-Selective Manner for Pancreatic Cancer Therapy

Dr. Joseph Cullen  
University of Iowa College of Medicine  
- Treating Pancreatic Cancer with Gemcitabine, Ascorbate and Radiation

Dr. Bryan Hennessy  
Royal College of Surgeons (Ireland)  
- Nab-Paclitaxel Therapy in Advanced Pancreatic Cancer

Dr. Yaacov Lawrence  
Sheba Medical Center (Israel)  
- Phase II Study of Celiac Plexus Radiosurgery in Cancer Patients

Dr. Lei Zheng  
Johns Hopkins University  
- Phase II Study for the Treatment of Patients with Advanced Adenocarcinoma of the Pancreas

**PROSTATE**  
Dr. Sanjay Gupta  
Case Western Reserve University  
- Polyphenols in Prostate Cancer

Dr. Dana Rathkopf  
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center  
- Men with Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer

Dr. Ulka Vaishampayan  
Karmanos Cancer Institute  
- Metastatic Castrate Resistant Prostate Cancer

**RENAL**  
Dr. Toni Choueiri  
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute  
- A Personalized Neoantigen Vaccine with Ipilimumab to Treat Clear Cell Renal Carcinoma

Dr. Nazir Tannir  
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center  
- A Phase I/II of MGCD516 Combined with Nivolumab Phase I/II Trial of MGCD516 Combined with Nivolumab in Patients with Advanced Clear Cell Renal Cell Cancer that Progressed on Prior VEGF-targeted therapy

**SARCOMA**  
Dr. Nancy Gordon  
MD Anderson Cancer Center  
- Phase I Chemotherapy Spray for Patients with Solid Tumors and Lung Metastases

**SKIN**  
Dr. Howard Kaufman  
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey  
- A Combination Treatment Therapy for Melanoma

Dr. Patricia LoRusso  
Yale Cancer Center  
- Personalized Medicine for Patients with BRAF Wilde-Type Cancer

**SPINAL**  
Dr. Amol Ghia  
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center  
- A Randomized Phase II Clinical Trial for Patients at High Risk for Developing Vertebral Body Compression Fracture Following Spine Stereotactic Radiosurgery

---
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Nicole Cummings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. John Peter Curielli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Curry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. John Cusack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Laura Czekaj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. John Gzyzyci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Maria DaMaren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Debbie Davenport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. David Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Justin Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Davison Athletic Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Chuck Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deason Enterprises, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Mark Deatherage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Debbie Levin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Peter Debreceny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Cassandra Decocq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Charles Deery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deli Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Rick Delisle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms. Jillian Delsignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Lauretta DeMarr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Morton Suggestion Co. LLC
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Moses
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Mosher
Mrs. Linda Muenter
Mr. Chris Mulh
Mrs. Marisa Mulh
Ms. Dawn Mullaney
Mr. Kenneth Munro
Ms. Colleen Murillo
Mr. Michael Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Murtaugh
K Muse
Mr. Anthony Musso
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nachowicz
Mr. Anthony Nagy
Mr. Rajiv Naidu
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Nanny
Natividad Medical Center
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Navarre
Dr. Raikhshanda Neelam
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Nelson
Mrs. Lauren Nelson
Ms. Tsighe Nemariam
Ms. Janet Nestrud
Mr. Cameron Neth
Ms. Kendra Norris
Not Your Average Joe Inc.
Ms. Mary Nuccio
Oast & Taylor
Ms. Kathleen A. Oates
Mr. Daniel O’Connell
Ms. Elizabeth O’Conor
Mr. and Mrs. Sean O’Conor
Mr. Roger Odle
Mr. Jack O’Keefe
Dr. Michael Olsen
Ms. Glenda Olson
Mrs. Jennifer Olson
Mr. Wayne Olson
Ms. Sara O’Meara
Mr. Frank Orenstein
Ms. Ann Marie Orrico
Mr. Allen Overeem
Mr. Marc Owen
Owens & Associates Counseling & Therapy
Mrs. Carly Oxenreider
Mr. Eric Pablo
Mr. Benton Page
Ms. Nicole Palmisano
Mr. Shawn Pare
Ms. Mary Parello
Ms. Patricia Parent
Ms. Corina Parga
Mr. Frances Johnson & Ms. Kathleen Parker
Ms. Kathleen Parker
Ms. Susan Parola
Ms. Erika Patching
Mr. David Patrick
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton, Garrison Charitable Gift Fund
Ms. Aekaterine Pawlak
Ms. Tina Pawlak
Ms. Chris Pawlowski
Mr. William Pearson
Mr. Roberto Perez
Mr. Ronaldo Perez
Ms. Lindsey Perry
Mr. Scott Peterson and Messrs.
Karen Carlsen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Petras
Ms. Carol Petty
Ms. Catherine Pfaff
Mr. W.J. Pfannenstiel
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Pfeifer
Mr. Duc Phan
Ms. Annie Phengsy
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Phillips
Mr. Dwayne Pierce
Ms. Josette Pieroni
Pine Needles Resort
Ms. Marty Pinne
PlasmaNet, Inc.
Mr. David Pock
Mr. Jeff Podjasek
Mr. and Mrs. Roger L. Poffenberger
Mr. Andy Pomper
Mr. Scott Pope
Ms. Ivana Popovic
Ms. Ann Porter
Ms. Paige Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Powell
Precision Plastics
Mr. Matt Prince
Dr. Katherine L. Puckett
Ms. Rachel Pulver
Mrs. Sonya Purling
Mr. Jim Pyle
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Quillen
Mr. Mike Quinlan
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Raczak
Ms. Linda Rambo
Mr. Adam Ramonto
Dr. and Mrs. Brion Randolph
Mr. Craig Rapp
Mr. Ronald N. Raskin
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Rathkamp
Ray & Glick Ltd.
Mr. Matthew Ray
Mr. Jeffrey L. Ream
Ms. Mimi Redding
Ms. Miriam Reddoch
Mr. Peter Reed
Mr. Steven Reed
Ms. Erin Reeff
Ms. Cynthia Reese
Ms. Loren Reid Seaman
Ms. Chelsea Reiff
Mr. Jason Reiner
Ms. Johanna Reyes-Gonzalez
Ms. Katie Rhodes
Mr. Reginald Rice
Ms. Amy Richardson
Ms. Ari Ritkin
Ms. Jan Riley
Mr. Kevin Riley
Ms. Christine M. Rittenhouse
Ms. Carolyn Roard
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Robinson
Ms. Deborah Robles
The Rock Center For Dance, LLC
Mr. William Rock
Mr. Nicholas Rodriguez
Ms. JoAnn Rogers
Ms. Shirley Rohr
Ms. Olga Roman-Bates
Ms. Margaret Rohke
Mr. James Rosenberg
Mr. Martin Rosner
Ms. Stephanie Rotman
Ms. Michelle Ruiz
Ms. Jenine Saclarides
Mr. Mehdi Sadeghi
San Diego Center for Spiritual Living
Ms. Georgette Santana
Mr. Justin Saragueta
Mr. Jeff Sater
Mr. Wally Sayles
Mr. Joseph Scavone
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Schaller
Schaumburg Bank & Trust Company N.A.
Mr. Eric Schechter
Ms. Kari Schiffman
Mrs. Deborah Schmalbach
Mr. Jeffrey Schmersal
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Schofield
Ms. Jayne Schreiber
Ms. Pauline Schultz
Ms. Nicole Schwartz
Mr. Spencer Schwartz
Ms. Marcia Schweers
Ms. Martha Seabrooks
Ms. Cathie Jo Seamon
Ms. Karen Sears
Ms. Tammy Seilheimer
Mr. and Mrs. James Semrad
These donations represent cash gifts from July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017. We have made every attempt to include and highlight the generosity of our donors. If your name is not included on this list and you made a donation of $100 and above, please let us know.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chairman
Richard J Stephenson
Chairman of the Board, Cancer Treatment Centers of America
®

Vice Chairman
Harlan Teller
Interim V.P., Marketing & Communications, Northern Illinois University

Treasurer
Janice Anderson
Shareholder, Polsinelli

Secretary
Rhonda Kokot
Managing Partner, Simple Truth

Ex-Officio
Teresa Hall Bartels
President, Gateway for Cancer Research

Ex-Officio Scientific Liaison
Terry Sharrer, Ph.D.
Principal, iMed R&D

Virginia Aherin
Regional Sales Director, Lead Fusion

Joe Caltabiano
Senior VP Mortgage Lending, Guaranteed Rate

Steven Delco
President & CEO, Delco Advisors, LLC

Chris Doleman
NFL Hall of Famer

Tony Festa
Managing Principal & COO, Fund Evaluation Group, LLC

Susan Fleming
Senior Vice President of Marketing, OptumRx

Dan Garms
Chief Executive Officer, The Garms Group

Heather Kane
Chief Executive Officer, UnitedHealthcare Dental

Jennifer Stephenson Keller
Director, Stephenson Family Foundation/Celebrate Life Foundation

Eva Kmiecic
Vice President, LGT Executive Performance, Inc.

Margaret LaManna, M.D.
President, International Healthcare Group, Inc.

Bruce Lubin
President, Illinois Commercial & Specialty Banking, The PrivateBank

Michael T. Mullins
Partner, Winston & Strawn, LLP

Deniz Razon
Head of U.S. Sales, Lysosomal Storage Disorders & Oncology, Shire

Edwin Roberson
Chief Executive Officer (ret.), Christ Community Health Services

J. Terry Simmons
V.P. of Global Purchasing & Supplier Management, AbbVie, Inc.

Mary Lou Smith
Co-Founder, Research Advocacy Network

Stacie J. Stephenson, DC, CNS, DABAAHP, FAARM
Chairman, Functional Medicine, Cancer Treatment Centers of America
®

Christopher Surdenik
Chief Executive Officer, Call One

Satish Tadikonda
Managing Partner, Avigo Solutions

RESEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Chair
Mary Lou Smith, JD
Research Advocacy Network

Gary Deng, MD, PhD
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

Tony Festa
Fund Evaluation Group, LLC

Razelle Kurzrock, MD
Moores Cancer Center, UC San Diego

Robert W. Mayo
Mayo Consulting Group, Inc.

Eveline Mumenthaler
Rising Tide Foundation

Sattva Neelapu, MD
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Deniz Razon
Shire

Jordi Rodon, MD
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Stacie J. Stephenson, DC, CNS, DABAAHP, FAARM
Cancer Treatment Centers of America
®

Vivek Subbiah, MD
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
BOARD OF SCIENTIFIC COUNSELORS

Chairman
Nelson Chao, MD, MBA
Chief, Division of Cell Therapy,
Duke University Medical Center,
Immunology, Cell Biology, Pathology,
Bone Marrow, Hematologic
Malignancies

Lise Alschuler, ND, FABNO
Naturopathic Doctor, Naturopathic
Specialists, Naturopathic Oncology

Robert Fine, MD
Director of Experimental Therapeutics,
Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center,
Columbia University, Pancreatic
Oncology

Timothy Fleming, PhD
Senior Scientist,
Norton Thoracic Institute, Genetics

Ann Fonfa
Founder,
The Annie Appleseed
Project, Patient Advocate

Judy Fulop, ND, FABNO
Naturopathic Doctor,
Northwestern Integrative Medicine,
Naturopathic Oncology, Integrative
Medicine

Ronald Morton, Jr., MD, FACS
VP, Clinical Sciences,
Booster Scientific, Urology,
Biotechnology

Kourosh Owzar, PhD
Professor of Biostatistics &
Bioinformatics,
Duke University
Medical Center, Biostatistics

Alberto Pappo, MD
Member, St. Jude Faculty; Director,
Solid Tumor Division; Co-Leader,
Developmental Biology and Solid Tumor
Program, St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital, Pediatric Cancer

Joseph Pizzorno, Jr., ND
Founder and President Emeritus,
Bastyr University, Naturopathic Doctor

Rich Rieger
Vice President,
Business Development,
Horizon Pharma and Patient Advocate

Mary Lou Smith
Co-Founder,
Research Advocacy Network,
Patient Advocate, Research

ASSOCIATES BOARD

Board Chair
Kenneth Monarrez
Syniverse Technologies

Board Co-Chair
Shelby Stephenson
Brown Legacy Group

Treasurer
Eric Eckerman
BMO Financial Corp.

Secretary
Jill Wilson
Simple Machines Marketing

Mission Connection Chair
Melissa Ciani
Medtronic

Communication Co-Chair
Julia Pfeifer
One North Interactive

Whitney Ahrens
American Medical Association

Justin Alden
Medical Search Technologies

Catherine Baer
SmithBucklin

TJ Gilboy
Metlife Premier Client Group of
Chicago—O’Hare

Dana Hassey
Aquent

Michael Kallabat
Control Risks

Erika Patching
HireVue

Catherine Pfaff
Sg2

Ashley Simms
HP

Joseph Van Leer
Polsinelli

Corey Walz
Alliance Consolidated Group of
Companies
CHAIRMAN’S COUNCIL

Virginia Aherin
Regional Sales Director,
Leadfusion

Robin Bernstein
President,
Richard S. Bernstein & Associates

Tony Chen
Chief Executive Officer,
PrimeVax, LLC

Julie Capozzi
Director,
Corporate Relations
Allstate

Dan Garms
Chief Executive Officer,
The Garms Group, Inc

Charles Mann
Chief Executive Officer,
Charles Mann Ventures

Robert W. Mayo
Mayo Consulting Group, Inc.

William Sasso
Chairman, Stradley, Ronon, Stephens & Young, LLP

J. Terry Simmons
AbbVie, Inc.

Christopher Surdenik
Chief Executive Officer,
Call One

GATEWAY TEAM MEMBERS

Teresa Hall Bartels
President

Michael Burton
Chief Development Officer

Karen Carr
Eastern Regional Development Officer

Jerian Dixon-Evans, MHA, CCRP
Research Grants Specialist

Jeremy Garber
Database Relations Manager

Kathy Gehrig
Executive Assistant

Walter Grandberry
Midwest Regional Development Officer

Sean Lechowicz
Marketing and Development Specialist

Michelle Nicome
Caribbean Regional Development Officer

Domarina Oshana, PhD
Director of Research and Grants

Margie Roman
Director of Marketing and Development

Kimberly Saulsberry
Research Grants Administrator

Delora Senft
Donor Relations Manager

Katie Wheat
Western Regional Development Officer

Julie Widmer
Marketing Manager
## FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUNDRAISING REVENUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$809,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>$4,833,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESEARCH GRANTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awarded Grant Funds</td>
<td>$6,587,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASSETS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and Cash Equivalent</td>
<td>$3,568,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges and Other Receivables</td>
<td>$200,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>$10,767,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid Expenses</td>
<td>$74,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests in Limited Partnerships</td>
<td>$8,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>$14,620,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIABILITIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrued Grants</td>
<td>$9,018,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred Revenue</td>
<td>$14,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
<td>$9,033,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NET ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>$5,587,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities and Net Assets</td>
<td>$14,620,509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Audited Financial Statements are available at www.gatewaycr.org or by request.*